
For Bookings
Contact: Steve Wurtzel

3-B Kirkwood Rd. • Port Washington, NY 11050 • (516) 767-1498 
E-mail: stevewurtzel@musicovationentertainment.com

FUNKTION:
is the high energy, sophisticated, and versatile thoroughbred of show bands. Tailoring 
themselves to their client’s needs, this band can play everything from your elegant cocktail 
hour to the full blown after party. With show stopping choreography and a high fashioned 
look, this group renders the best of Jazz, Motown, R&B, Funk, Rock, Disco, and current 
favorites. Known also as one of the most flexible and pleasant bands to work with, 
Funktion has become a favorite amongst the Fortune 500 and the top production 
companies and agencies. With an explosive backbeat, soulful renditions, and powerful horn 
section have helped establish this band as the standard to make any special event a 
smashing success.
Whether it’s a private soiree or a large corporate event, Funktion brings the power, the 
energy, the charisma club owners and clients of all types should demand. 

FUNKTION GRANDE
Take this already explosive mix, add another powerhouse vocalist to the front line and the 
full horn section.
The party and atmosphere incredible. Please contact us for different packages.

FUNKTION JAZZ
For cocktails or dinner, the group breaks down to a three to five piece ensemble which 
plays a wide variety of contemporary and jazz standards. Their sultry chanteuse, Denise 
may be added to lend an element of sophistication to the group with her silks vocalizations 
of classic standards and smoky torch songs.

HOLIDAY PARTIES
There is nothing like the live sound to celebrate your year, achievements and holidays. 
With our undeniable bring it montra, your employees and guests will dance the night away!

AWARDS, REUNIONS & PRESENTATIONS
This talented group can provide the perfect ambience for your awards ceremony, presenta-
tion, reunion, social event or recognition dinner. With a vast repertoire and a level of class 
that is undeniable, your celebration will be all the rave!

“The Funkiest and hippest band to hit the tri state in years” 
         – Chico Rause

♬ ♪ ♫

“Simply the BEST!! I have 
had the pleasure of hiring 
Ken and his band for our 
Fundraiser which brings a 
crowd of 2000+ people. Our 
donors LOVED them. The 
music was diverse and the 
sound incredible!”
  – Dominique Petrillo
 and Senator Sacco NJ,
 Oct. ‘11 The Venetian
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http://www.reverbnation.com/artist/artist_videos/928670
http://www.therevealingeye.com/Home.html
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